
“Gingerbread Ritual” by Michael F. Gill It all started when I saw my alternate self  baking gingerbread cookies 
every night at 8 pm, and I watched how those cookies became more and more elaborate, blossoming into houses, 
and then cities. I found that the odder the ritual, the more inclined I was to be driven towards the present 
moment–a realization my alternate self  embodied through repetitive spells and the harvesting of  universes–
so I started holding my own arcane rituals in the unrented portions of  my head, inserting myself  
within recipes, watching the colors evolve gradient by gradient. Gingerbread in the shape of  an 
evolving question mark became ritual, a new place of  reverence.
    

"Ritual is like looking through frosted windows while driving towards a gingerbread 
house, and slowly seeing that all the details become sharper as you approach, 
as you repeat. One day the windshield sugar melts and the walls cave in 
with clarity."                                             - Gingermen Britten

You have a room here within my head.
I've left half  of  the interior decorating up to you.

This house is wired up to be an instrument, with 
architecture made from augmented realities. Should I 
take down some of  these doors? Do you find them functional 
or inhibitive? Don't let the bass drum fool you, I could always use 
another heartbeat in the room. Sugar isn't enough! Please help yourself  
to editing my inner wiki in the lobby. The resulting music of  me is the sound 
of  all edits played at once. 

                                                                                                  ← Floorplan                                     

"                                                                                                                “The mind it must a wander in places it can't be caught
                                                                                                                   (become) a verbal infernal psilocybinaut"
                                                                                                                    

                                       ↑  Excerpt from
                              “How to Change Your Mind Into A Gingerbread House”

–                                                                  by Mushroom Pollenbread

                                                                                                         I know how long this ritual needs to be. I must roll on the 
                                                                                                                  grass for 43 minutes. I must dance for 17 minutes. I   
                                                                                                                   must experience someone for 31.2 minutes. I must feel
                                                                                                                   warm for 22 minutes. I will sing unedited for 5.6      
                                                                                                      minutes. I will attempt resolutions for 82.5 minutes. I won't be 
                                                                                                       shamed into trusting that 16 seconds of  backgammon a day  
                                                                                                        will improve the health of  my                   mind-body  
                                                                                          meridians. I will meet anyone between                            the walls of   
                                                                                          being awake and asleep for                                                    9 minutes.
                                                                                                      This is me and I                                                                don't
                                                                                                     know how to
                                                                                                     stop it.

                                                                                                             
♫  Every today brings forth a little bit more      [ritual d:
      of  the musical mind I want to repeat,        anthology]
the ? possible ? selves I've wanted to share ♫                      

[a moment of  silence for all the rituals to come: 8 seconds]

I may never sleep             [ritual a: night spirals]
I may never wake up        [ritual b: dream abrasion]   
                                    but either way! :

this house generates an infinite         
supply of  new rooms all by itself  ‽ ! [ritual c: perpetual yous]
                                                                            UUUUUUU

“Art does not keep the lights on in my room
It keeps the lights on in my head”
                                    ↑   The Words Formed By All The Constellations In The Sky                                        [ritual e, ∞ ]


